
 FBM42TYN 2007- Toyota Tundra Magnum Series Front Winch Bumper 

Hardware Kit Includes: 

1. (8)-½-13 Hex head nuts 

2. (8) - ½” lock washer grade 8  

3. (8) - ½” flat washers grade 8                                            

4. (8) - ½” plastic push nuts 

5. (2)- 1 1/8” Plastic dome cap 

6. (4) BP2191 T-bolt 

Components List:  

1. (1)-  Magnum Series  Bumper  
2. (1)-  BP 5055L outer frame bracket left side  
3. (1)- BP 5055R outer frame bracket right side  

Removal: 
1. Open hood and disconnect negative battery terminal 

2. Remove lower front factory skid plate and put aside, remove factory tow hooks and hardware, save 

the hardware for reinstallation later. 

3. Locate and remove the lower front inner fender liner splash guards on either side by removing plastic 

push tabs, screw tabs and lower attaching bolts on the bottom of the factory bumper. (fig 1 & 2) 

4. Disconnect wiring to the factory fog lamps (if so equipped) locate and disconnect the plugs leading to 

the infrared sensors. 

5. Begin removal of the lower-main bumper by unbolting the six 14mm hex head nuts at the frame, two 

tabbed nuts on the outer side of the bumper (one per side) and the four 10mm hex head outer nuts 

attaching the upper filler valance panel (two per side). Remove lower plastic push tabs attached to 

the lower cross member and carefully remove bumper. (fig 3,4 & 5) 

6. Next place some Blue painters tape or equivalent along the outer edge of the filler panel below the 

headlamps on either side between the filler panel and fender. Using a trim tab removal tool carefully 

remove the inner (two per side) black plastic push tabs, save for reuse. Carefully remove the outer 

side by placing the trim tool between the fender and the filler panel and pry straight outward. The 

panel is held in place with two small tab’s, use extra care not to damage as you will be reinstalling 

them later on. (fig6 & 7) 

7. Now you will need to remove the main valance panel. The valance is held on with a series of plastic 

trim tabs eight upper, ten lower and two outer bolts. Once tabs and bolts are removed slide the 

valance cover outward off of the inner frame. (fig 8,9 & 10) 

8. Next step is to remove the headlamps, both sides. Remove the two upper screws on top and one 

outer bolt retaining the head lamp assembly to the core support. Pull outward at the bottom to 

release the lamp from the lower retaining clip. Disconnect all plugs attached to the headlamp and put 

aside for reinstallation later on. 



9. Next remove the two outer molded black plastic brackets and discard. (fig11) 

 

10. Now you may remove the inner frame by unbolting it from the core support and the outer fenders. 

There is one 10mm hex head nut attaching the center support, four (two per side) located just below 

and inside of the head lamp assembly location, and two on either outer fender. Once lose gently pull 

outward on one of the outer fenders to allow the frame to come out at an angle and around the 

pressed in studs on either side. (fig 12,13 &14) 

 

11. Once the center frame support has been removed it will be necessary to cut three items. First you will 

need to trim down the center support tab that was tied from the center core support bracket to the 

frame (see fig 15) Next trim off the two outer core support mounts with the headlamp mounting clips 

attached (see fig 16) Remove any sharp edges and put a little paint on the cut portions to prevent 

rusting. Re-attach the two outer headlamp mounting brackets into the stock positions reusing the 

factory hardware. Leave slightly loose for later adjust to the headlamp assembly. (fig17) 

 

12. Reinstall headlamps reusing all factory hardware previously removed. Plug in all wiring connections 

and carefully slide the headlamp inward making sure that the lower tab on the core support bracket 

properly engages the assembly, lift up slightly and over the plastic bolt tabs on the top of the core 

support, reattach all three mounting screws and tighten. Now you may tighten the bolts to the lower 

support bracket at the core support. Reinstall the lower headlamp valance panels, making sure that 

they properly snap into place and secure with factory plastic push tabs. (fig18) 

 

 

Installation: 
1. Remove all components from there packaging and inspect hardware to ensure you have the 

correct amount. Lay bumper on a blanket or cardboard to prevent damaging the powder coat 

finish. 

2. Next install the BP5055 left & right side outer mounting brackets onto the factory bumper frame 

locations using all the original factory hardware. Begin by starting the four front facing studs and 

the two lower bolts from the factory tow hooks, leaving slightly loose until all six have been 

started. Tighten beginning with bottom tow hook bolts first, then the four front facing studs. 

Torque to factory specs. 

3. If you have purchased winch and or lights to install into the FBM42TYN bumper DO so before 

installation onto the vehicle. Utilize ONLY hardware provided by the winch and light 

manufacturer. Leave lights slightly loose for adjustment after completing the bumper 

installation. (NOTE) It may be necessary in some cases to re-clock the winch gear box and remote 

mount the solenoid pack to gain proper access to operate the winch controls. Consult the winch 

manufacture before performing these steps. 

4. Once winch and lights have been installed into the bumper, you will now need to install the four 

supplied ½” T-bolts into the inside bumper brackets on the bumper. Slide the T-bolts in through 

the inside opening on the bumper brackets and secure with the plastic push tabs supplied in the 

hardware kit. 

5.  Now, with help, lift and support the FBM42TYN bumper up onto the BP5055 brackets already in 

place on the frame of the vehicle, Bolt in place using the (4) supplied ½”Hex nuts, washers, and 

lock washers, leave slightly loose until bumper has been properly adjusted. 



6. Next begin bumper adjustment, set the height and the side to side location, after you are 

satisfied with the fitment begin tightening the hardware. As you are tightening the bolts ensure 

that the bumper sits level. Close hood down gently and check for proper clearance, if you are 

satisfied do a final torque to 75ft/lbs. to all ½” hardware. 

7. Re-using factory tow hooks is possible if you so choose, you will need to purchase longer bolts in 

order to do so as the factory hardware will not be long enough to safely reattach them.  

8. Once the bumper is completely fit as desired and properly torqued you can power up the winch 

and wire in the lighting as instructed by the manufacture. Test for operation of the winch and 

make final adjustments to the lighting. 

9. Recheck that all hardware is properly torqued. Spool winch cable in attaching hook end to either 

one of the tow hook location using a shackle/d-ring only. DO NOT POWER WINCH HOOK INTO 

FAIRLEAD This can cause damage to the winch and bumper 

10. You are now finished, Thank you for purchasing and enjoy your new ICI Magnum Bumper. 
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                                                         Finished Magnum Bumper Installation 


